Preparing for the Future in
Finance and Accounting

2020 has brought its fair share of challenges to the corporate world. As new
technology, automation, and restructuring bulldoze the professional world,
how do we understand the present and prepare for the future?

Key Employment Stats
Driving The Industry Trends
Unemployment declined by 0.5%
points to 7.9 in September
Employers added 661k jobs
to the market
Only 2.2k jobs were in accounting
with an unemployment rate
of 3.15%

As career opportunities open up,
candidates are staying relevant by
adding presently valuable skills:
Predictive model forecasting
Advanced revenue analytics
Cost optimization
Real-time model development
Data Visualization

Technology Acceleration
Finance and accounting departments are
investing in technology now more thank
ever to reduce overhead and promote
collaboration and understanding in a
newly remote model.

Companies will keep investing in cloudbased accounting and online client portals
More processes will become automated,
allowing individuals to focus on highervalue work
Data and analytics skills will become
increasingly valuable and sought after

Robotic Process
Automation (RPA)
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
The adaptation of new technology and
emphasis on driving cost-reduction has
organically brought robotics to the
forefront.

80% of finance leaders have implemented or

RPA usually costs 1/3 of an offshore
employee and 1/5 of an onshore employee

Finance robotics is evolving from simple
individual task automation to full process
automation that will improve the accuracy of
financial analysis and forecasts

89% of general accounting operations and
72% of financial controlling/external

are planning to implement RPA

reporting can be automated

Talent Evaluation

How Is The Industry Preparing
For The Future?

The depth and strength of talent within the
finance and accounting team is dependent
on leadership. Is your team ready to drive
efficiency and predictability?

As finance and accounting teams and
leadership look towards the future and how
to best set their companies up for success
- they have to first analyze their talent and
best practices for navigating uncertainty.

81% of companies have experienced a

major reorganization in the past 12 months

50% of CEOs are confident their executive

team can identify emerging skill needs

3 Best Practices

50% of CEOs believe their executive team

Drive cost optimization across the enterprise

is ineffective at collaborating with one
another to manage the next-generation
workforce

Drive digital business transformation
Lead the next generation workforce

How Can You Advance Your Team?
By partnering with an award-winning, boutique search and
staffing firm; your team will be able to focus on the tasks
at hand while business driving talent is delivered to you.
AccruePartners has proven our ability to perform and build
people, companies & careers by focusing on the details for the
past 18 years. Our industry expertise allows us to set you up
for success in any staffing, search, or project solutions needs.

99.3% of our consulting candidates last
over a year and over 55% are promoted.

98% of consultant placements convert
to FTE status.

48% of candidates placed are the result

of a referral from either a client, candidate,
or alumni.

86% of our consulting contractors are

promoted.

So, whether you are in the market for a new career opportunity or looking to attract a new
team member to your organization, partnering with AccruePartners can get you there faster.
Reach out to us today to learn more at visit www.accruepartners.com
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